Leukemia-related morphological features in blast cells.
This paper investigates the use of image-processing methods to detect leukemia-related morphological differences in mononuclear blast cells. Routinely prepared Pappenheim-stained blood smears were scanned in a high-resolution color TV-microscope system. Eleven blast-cell classes (OMSBC, T-ALL, OMS, ALL, LBL, IBL, AUL, AML, AMOL, AMMOL, and CML) were analyzed with the nonparametric statistical software program "Classification and Regression Trees" (CART). This paper documents the initial statistical evaluation of 62 leukemia-related morphological features that directly measure and analyze the cell-related quantifiable differences occurring in the various blast cells. The 62 cell image features include both common cytophotometric features, and new texture and color features developed for this project. This study found that each leukemia specimen contains a dominant class of blasts that correlates with the specific leukemia, plus a distribution of blasts from related diseases. The present data suggest the existence of a distribution fingerprint pattern for each leukemia.